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Executive Summary

• In the new wave of launches, developers have catered to demand by reducing the sizes of apartments, rather than the per
square foot rate. This is phenomena was already explored in our previous research report entitled “Dubai: Size Matters” in 2015.
This shrinkage in size has led to fewer apartments in the freehold space having a fully closed kitchen as developers optimize the
carpet area.

• When scouting for new dwellings to live a preference that continues to arise is that of a fully closed kitchen, especially from
families of the sub-continent. An analysis of monitored freehold areas reveals that a ratio in excess of 9:1 is for open kitchens
versus closed kitchens. We opine this ratio will continue to gravitate higher as new developments eliminate the concept of a
closed kitchen.

• The majority of closed kitchens can be found in private sector developments in areas such as JLT and Dubai Marina. A price
analysis of buildings in JLT with open kitchens versus closed kitchens reveals that the latter experienced superior growth rates.
The similar outcome can be witnessed for one bedrooms in Reemram with and without open kitchens. As the scarcity for closed
kitchens continue to increase we opine this premium will widen.

• Across communities, there is a premium that is embedded into dwellings when the balcony and/or garden is added. Whilst this
is intuitive, it is interesting to note that the premium as a percentage increases when up market communities are looked at. This
implies that at the top end of the market, margins for developers are maximized by adding ”unlivable” and therefore more
economically constructed BUA. This adds to the list of reasons why developers continue to cater to the top end of the market,
despite mounting evidence that it is at the mid end where the paucity of supply is at its most acute level.
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The Shrinkage: A look Back into Size Matters (Q3 2015)

"Oh, you mean... Shrinkage … Yes. Significant shrinkage .. So you feel you were shortchanged.” - Seinfeld



A Look back into our previous Report – “Size Matter (2015)” 

One Bedroom Average Size

Source: Size Matters Q3 2015 -UNITAS/REIDIN
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Old Supply Upcoming Supply

The above graph was taken from our previous report in 2015 entitled, “Dubai: Size Matters”. The analysis reveals
that in monitored areas the average one bedroom size has decreased by 18%. As developers ‘shrink’ apartment
sizes to make them more affordable they have to increase the efficiency of the apartment. One of the most
common changes is in the kitchen space, consequently making it either open or pseudo-open.
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Ratio of Open Kitchens to Closed Kitchens in the Apartment Space

Ratio of Open Kitchens to Closed Kitchen in Apartments In Monitored 
Freehold Areas

Source: REIDIN / UNITAS

An analysis of monitored freehold areas reveals that the ratio for open to closed kitchens is in excess of 9:1. As developers continue to
decrease sizes, the number of closed kitchen available will continue to decrease. This is despite demographic data that suggests
demand for closed kitchens to be actually significant.

Closed Kitchen Open Kitchen
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Closed Kitchens Vs Open Kitchens Price Growth

“The difficulty lies not so much in developing new ideas as in escaping from old ones” – John Maynard Keynes



Price Change for Reemram Two Bedrooms: Open Kitchens Versus Closed Kitchens

JLT Two Bedroom: Sales Price Change (2010-2016)*

Source: REIDIN

An analysis of price change of buildings in JLT with and without open kitchens reveals superior growths for the former (a superior price difference
in excess of 30% over six years). Even though there are other variables are at play, a Spearman’s coefficient regression analysis reveals the impact
of closed kitchens contributing to price out performance to be statistically significant.
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Price Change for Reemram One Bedrooms: Open Kitchens Versus Closed Kitchens

Reemram One Bedroom: Sales Price Change (2012-2016) *

Source: REIDIN

When the same analysis was conducted in a community that holds other variables constant (i.e. developer, finishing) we still witness that prices
for the closed kitchen units have surpassed to those of open kitchens. Even though the premium in the one bedroom space is lower, it is
statistically significant, indicating latent demand for apartments across sizes for closed kitchen dwellings.
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Balconies, Court Yards, and Gardens

“If you buy things you don’t need, soon you will have to sell things you do need” – Warren Buffer



Gardens, Courtyards, and Balconies

Old Town One Bed Price: With and Without Garden

Source: UNITAS

Across communities, there is a premium that is embedded into dwellings when the balcony and/or garden is added. Whilst this is intuitive, it is
interesting to note that the premium as a percentage increases when up market communities are looked at. This implies that at the top end of the
market, margins for developers are maximized by adding ”unlivable” and therefore more economically constructed BUA. This adds to the list of
reasons why developers continue to cater to the top end of the market, despite mounting evidence that it is at the mid end where the paucity of
supply is at its most acute level.

It is interesting to note that the premium for courtyards and gardens increases dramatically as communities become more upscale; implying an
inverse correlation that exists between affordability and the premium paid for ”unlivable” space. This further explains why developers continue to
cater to the top end of the market (pursuit of higher margins), despite demand that continue to increase at the mid end.
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Conclusions

The Shrinkage Open Kitchens Versus Closed Kitchens

An analysis of monitored
freehold areas reveals that the
ratio for open to closed
kitchens is in excess of 9:1

Across communities, there is a
premium that is embedded into
dwellings when the balcony
and/or garden is added

In our previous report entitled, “Dubai: Size
Matters” we quantified the differential in size
between projects in the first and second cycles. In
the second wave, developers have catered to
demand by reducing the sizes of apartments,
rather than the per square foot rate.

By decreasing the size of apartments, most
developers have increased the efficiency by
eradicating the concept of a closed kitchen.

An analysis of monitored freehold areas reveals
that a ratio in excess of 9:1 is for open kitchens
versus closed kitchens. We opine this ratio will
continue to gravitate higher as new
developments decrease livable area.

An analysis of price appreciation within
communities reveals that units with closed
kitchens have had superior growth rates.

Even though there are other variables are at play, a
Spearman’s coefficient regression analysis reveals
the impact of closed kitchens contributing to price
out performance to be statistically significant.

We opine this premium will continue to widen as
the concept of a fully closed kitchen becomes
scarce, as developers increase efficiency of livable
area.

There is a premium embedded into dwellings
when the balcony and/or garden is added. This
premium expands exponentially as we gravitate
up-market.

This implies that at the top end of the market,
margins for developers are maximized by adding
”unlivable” and therefore more economically
constructed BUA. This adds to the list of reasons
why developers continue to cater to the top end
of the market, despite mounting evidence that it
is at the mid end where the paucity of supply is
at its most acute level.

Balconies, Court Yards, and Gardens Conclusions

A combination of high land prices and high margin
aspirations have led to developers offering an
increasing number of dwellings in the top end of
the market, despite growing evidence that there is
a demand/supply mismatch in the market.

We opine that as developers become more
sensitive to the needs of the end user, the shape
of the supply curve will continue to evolve,
adjusting to the mid market space. Whilst this
implies lower margins, developers with sound
financial footing will be able to address the current
shortage in the marketplace.
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Our Aspiration and Motto

“No barrier can withstand the strength of purpose”

HH General Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum
The Ruler of Dubai and Prime Minister of UAE


